Electric toy car wiring diagram

There are few common problems which can cause an electric ride-on toy to quit working. The
circuit runs from the battery sometimes they have a fuse or diode connected to one of the
battery terminals. Check 6 volt or 12 volt batteries 6 volt fully charged should read 6 plus volts
12 volt should read 12volts plus. You also want to check the terminals inside the connectors
battery side and vehicle side. I had a customer who had a 12 volt John Deere back hole tractor,
the battery and charger were both checked out good but he could not get the tractor to work.
There was corrosion in one of the connectors preventing the battery from making contact.
Sometimes a battery can give you a false good reading before moving on to switches and
motors unplug the battery from the vehicle. Using the plug that the battery would connect to,
insert a couple of small nails or screws into the plug. Check on the plug for pos. On the throttle
switch you can use the multi meter using the added chart in pic. These switches could be the
problem. If you have a vehicle that only goes forward or reverse or high low. Under the switches
you will see the wires connecting to each switch. If you have a high low speed switch undo the
wires and turn the switch around and replug them in. If it was only working in high and you turn
the switch then it only runs in low you know the switch is bad. All replacement parts are
available online. Reading just 6 or 12 can be a sign of a bad battery, it has to be over the voltage
because the start up using load power to begin to move the vehicle. The connections on these
batteries are made to manufactures specs. Some times the clips are soldered on but not every
time. You can take them apart and reuse the plugs, just identify the positive and negative
cables. If you have to replace the terminals you can mark them yourself. When replacing the
battery charger with the one in the picture you just have to make contact with the metal clips in
the connector pos. To pos. Neg to neg. Once you see the green light or after charges all night
test the charger with your volt meter. The easiest way to test the controller is once the batteries
and switches have been determined to be good turn the throttle or press the pedal switch. If you
hear a clicking sound the controller or motherboard is most likely bad. You can also test it with
the voltmeter. Testing the motor is done by disconnecting it from the controller and hook up 6
or 12 volt charger to it and make sure it turns. The pic of the large motor is from Razor scooter
or moped style the pic of the two smaller motors are found in most 4- wheeler type or the typical
cars and trucks. The motors rarely go bad. Even if you have a brand new ride on the biggest tip I
can give is drill drain holes. Under pedal switch gear switch speed switch even the battery
compartment. There are many new models coming out that have working lights wired radio and
remote controls. You have to remember most of these vehicles are made in China. The more
accessories the less juice you have for driving which also destroys the battery sooner, it has to
be charged more often. You can cut off the connectors one leads from the battery and connects
to the vehicle connector. If you are going to use a universal charger instead of the one that
came with the vehicle you can connect to the metal clips inside of the connector pos to pos. If
you are going to use a different battery then the manufacture reuse the battery connector or cut
off the manufactures battery charger connector and replace with the universal metal clips which
will connect on the new battery. There are many newer models being put on the market and
most are coming from China. The more accessories the less power you have for driving,the new
ride ons have wired radios, working lights and remote controls. Repeat customer brought a
Jeep that was having trouble, the car would take off as soon as the battery was connected. The
problem was the foot peddle switch. It was a power Wheels model Jeep so the peddle switch
worked off an internal spring it was stuck in the on pressed in position. There was no way to
rebuild it so I just changed it with a new one. That solved the problem and along with a new
paint job it will be listed locally for sale. Customer brought I an older John Deere Gator, she
wanted fixed. Tested battery and it was bad, hooked up a test battery and put it in forward gear
and it ran. I was thinking I would have to replace the switch, but one I took the back panel
covering the motors I found the real problem. A mouse moved in and built a large nest, her or
her babies ate the motor wiring and sprayed the motor always wear gloves and face mask, cloth
mask types work. If I had only suspected the switch and had bought a new one it would have
been a waste. Had someone bring in a ride on that their kids out grew. Put a new battery and a
paint job and it was ready to go. Took the body off to check for broken or cut wires and checked
the motors 12 v replaced one and a new battery. Painted and then put the truck back together.
Have a few people asking about upgrading their batteries to a higher voltage. When you
increase the voltage there is a danger of electric fires. But you can also repair the old ones
while waiting on them to come in. Open the switch by removing the top button,empty the
contents on your work table. Using spray lubricant to clean the housing and contacts, once you
inspect the springs you can replace them. The springs are the cause of most switches to stop
working. You need to drill drain holes, the pics are of a hover board that the moisture got to and
ruined. He used it a handful of times and was left at grandmas for a couple of months. I'm sure it
rained but I charge it and it turns on lights radio but when I push the button on the remote to go

it barely moves and the lights get dim every time I push any button. Any help? Reply 20 hours
ago. It sounds like you need a new battery, charge the battery fully them using a voltmeter test
the battery. Hi there, hoping you can help. We purchased a second hand ride on Mini Cooper for
our son. It was working fine but the remote has stopped now stopped working. Reply 5 days
ago. That is a common problem with remote model some stop working on left or right steering
and unfortunately on both. This is a newer add on to the ride on accessories, you can try
looking up the owner manual and try to re-sync the remote. Try looking under the car for the
steering mechanism-it should be attached to the steering rod you can see if it possibly came
unplugged. Reply 3 days ago. No luck! Everything is plugged in as it should be. Tried a reset
but also no luck. Could the board or remote possibly have failed? Reply 4 days ago. How old is
it did it come with batteries and a charger? Question 17 days ago on Introduction. Hi tryouts to
repair him com ride on suv take off charge all lights come on press foot switch every goes off?
No instructions unfortunately. Reply 14 days ago. Try taking the thermal fuse out and hook up
the battery directly if it works you will need a new thermal fuse. Question 14 days ago on Step
Answer 13 days ago. Try hooking the charger to the terminals that go to the battery, you may
have a bad batch of batteries. It not normal but you can eliminate the battery being the problem.
There is a built in switch when you plug the charger into the car it shuts off all electrical while
charging. Try the charger directly and let me know what happens. Reply 8 days ago. Hi thanks
for getting back to me.. I have tried the charger direct to the car terminals the car does light up
but it dies as you push pedal down making clicking noise. I have also tried new batteries fully
charged but nothing comes on. Reply 7 days ago. I think I see the problem, the red wire on two
positives one needs to be on the top neg. The the top red wire goes to the pos. Terminal have
you redone the wiring at some point? Hi thank you Very much sir. I wonder if it would charge
the batteries with normal charger? I charged the batteries through clip on charger. Yes as long
as the charger is putting out the correct voltage it will work. Use a volt meter to measure the
voltage. Question 25 days ago on Step 3. Please help. By jveazey Follow. More by the author:.
About: I have a group on facebook. South La. With a lot of extra parts on hand, had someone
ask me to build a trailer for their grandkids. Participated in the Wheels Contest View Contest.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Lindhek 5 days ago.
Lindhek jveazey Reply 3 days ago. Lindhek jveazey Reply 5 days ago. Issy14 5 days ago. Please
help my kids 12v rideon jeep has never moved since i bought it. Djs Question 17 days ago on
Introduction. Answer Upvote. Ashsam Question 14 days ago on Step Ashsam jveazey Reply 8
days ago. Ashsam jveazey Reply 5 days ago. For some reason the questions are usually one or
two days late getting to my email. Plw Question 25 days ago on Step 3. You need basic tools
like screw driver set, basic multimeter. Thanks for reading Please leave your comments below
October 12, June 25, April 12, Thanks for asking It will be only connection issue Hi How do you
check this pls? My car goes backwards but not forwards too. Hi my granddaughter electric 6volt
bike wont move motor turns when connected to a battery charger. Got power to on of switch n
power to foot switch but other 2 wires on foot switch have no power. At a loss. My ride on works
in normal mode but stops and starts when using the remote unless the remote is right next to
the car. Anyone know what could be the problem. I purchased a Polaris S from big toys green
country. Hi I have the 12 v Mercedes amg and everything is working fine music light s ect but
when my daughter goes t accelerate the car cuts out and re starts only bought for Christmas
and used twice. Can it still be battery problem even though lights and music are working fine.
Hi, everything is working fine but car only moves cm. After that stops. No issue with motors. Plz
reply. Only used for few days. It is the issue with low battery issue. I have changed the batteries
but still no difference. With pedal, can be used with out problem. I have the same car with same
problem fully charged branf new battery but the car will not move forwards or backward when
use the peddle i dont have a remote for it, can you please help me. My car suddeenly stopped
working. Battery is ok. Padel is ok. I take one battery terminal and when I connect it back, the
same noise is coming from PCB. But no power to motor. I have a 12v electric card, when i press
the pedal and release it moves full speed for about 3 seconds then stop, as it must stop when i
release the pedail. Any recommandations? I have the Denali gmc and when I press the pedal all
I get is clicks. Pls help. Bought a BMW X6 ride on car by costway. When the car stops it stops
suddenly and jerky instead of smoothly. The supplier keeps offering a small refund and saying
if I can fix it. Any ideas what could be the problem. We also have the single seated white
Mercedes, all lights and sound work but pressing the pedal does nothing, I opened the pedal up
and there are 2 Orange wires, one of which is not connected to anything, is thisbwhats causing
the issue. The same issue occurs when using the parental remote control. The car was
previously working fine All other features are working as normal. Any suggestions would be
greatly appreciated. By using remote we push right button but car is going left and by pushing
left button in remote the car is going right Plz tell how to fix it. Can you share the wiring diagram

of the circuit.. Rats had damaged all the cables.. Please suggest. Hi i have a 12v electric toy car
ride on two seater drift 4x4. The car has developed an issue with the accelration.. What could be
the issue? I cant send it back to fix it as the ckmoaby who sold it folded. Please help! Hi, I've
purchased one Lamberghini 6V baby car. Now, car is moving only backward by foot pedal. I
also, tried with remote same thing is happening. When I fixed the forward and push pedal click
click sound can hear. Please suggest me, how can solve the problem. My cat decided to wee
inside the car. The sound and lights are working. When I try to activate any form of movement it
restarts the car temporarily shorting lights and sound. Any help on what to do please. Hi I have
a ford ranger 12v for my son. It cuts out when he tries to drive at the faster speed setting,but it
works at the slower speed setting which is a snails pace. The faster speed setting is fine when
the accelerator is pressed while the car is on a stand without him in. I have changed the motors
and gears on both sides because the original ones burned out. I have mercedes sis everything
work perfect but the controller is on but the car won't move. Only move to paddles. Hi have a
electrical car for kids the problem the car is restarting when you start to go back and front. I am
from pakistan and2 week ago I purchase online a 12 volt battery operated bike from
Pakistan,now it has a charging issue I change the charger also. The battery of my son's toy car
has been drained for about 8 months since the charger got wrecked.. So now i finally tried a
new charger, but its charging very slow. I kept it connected for about 10hrs but it doesn't move
for even a half meter, it gets dead again and again.. What should i do? All connections look ok
to me. Hi my boy has the Mercedes ml 6v ride on and the speaker has stopped working all of a
sudden it will be me fixing it so need a dummies guide if possible? Thanks very much in
advance if you are able to help me! We have a range rover and it's working but accelerated to
fast and can only stop if we switch it off. Any help?? I have a audi style car I have bought a new
battery however the battery that the car came with is covered in plastic at the connection how
do you get this off to attach the new battery. My car light working that not running through the
self method and remote control please give me to the solution for solving problem. Should we
run until flat then charge or is charging halfway through ok to the battery life? Thanks in
advance. Hi, I have a small child car that has had the wires cut on the six block connected which
is underneath the forward reverse switch. There are blue, yellow red and black wires. Can you
send pic or explain which wires go where. Hi, I have a small child car that has had the wires cut
on the six block connector which is underneath the forward reverse switch. I want diagram to
show me how to connect d messed wire lead to streeting from rear wire for d 6V baby car.
Where can I purchase a new on? It is made by Paragon Child Products. I recently received a
amg s63 but the stereo only wirked twice and sound cuts out wondering if wires are backwards
since i checked them all. Would love a guide to rewire or some help thanks. Hi, Purchased a
brand new car for my daughter and it is not charging. The charging point inside the car has 3
wires, red, green and black. My car is going backwards but not forwards What wire is loose
please? I cannot find one. I have a MB princess Minnie pink and pressing the pedal nothing
happens the battery is fully charge i replace the pedal switch the gear shift still nothing. What
you have done with your troubleshooting is really great I am not technical at all and would like
to know if you know anyone that repears these 12v vehicle thank you. New battery for 6volt
Mercedes kids Disney car want start car what can we check Grand daughter is very
disappointed have checked all battery connections. Your email address will not be published.
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battery four wheel drive wiring diagram for the dragon electric ride on toy by peg per. My
daughter 4 yrs old wspecial needs absolutely loves driving her brothers electric car rastar
ferrari f12 but the car stopped working recently. The comparison between them is also given.
Need a simplified wiring diagram for chevy small block for test stand run using attached
alternater 12volt systrm below is a small wiring diagram i made up in about 10 minutes. Your
source for club car golf cart parts largest selection available anywhere. For this all. A wiring
diagram is a simplified traditional photographic representation of an electric circuit. Place the
order then email us the order number and we will refund the difference. Ac electric motors
electric controller battery tray 12v lead acid batteries battery charger many motors for driving
smaller parts given below is a well explained diagram of a car that shows both the physical
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for oversize boxes. Child is within the age and weight limitations specified for the electric ride
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Posts. Recent Posts. Random Posts. Tool tests spark plugs , spark plug wires,and coils without
puncturing the wire. With the engine ruuing, place the grooved end of the tool over the spark
plug wire. With the engine running ,place the grooved end of the tool over the spark plug wire,
the bulb will flash to indicate spark. Car auto circuit power probe circuit tester. Ride On Car
Electric Scooters. Supplier Types. Trade Assurance Supplier. Product Types. Ready to Ship.
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Go to Page Go. About products and suppliers: A good. At Alibaba. These effective. No matter
which device you use, you can find the best product that performs the job. In the past, these. As
time passed by, there is a lot of improvement in the technology and nowadays these. Here you
will find a wide range of. The products on this platform provide quality and efficiency depending
on various needs and budgets. The products on the platform match up to set standards
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battery-operated toy car remote controlled using this circuit. To operate the toy car, you need to
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inside, and simply press a switch provided on the transmitter. In the transmitter circuit, there
are two astable multivibrators. The first, built around transistors T1 and T2, produces a
frequency of about 1. The second, built around transistors T3 and T4, produces about 38 kHz.
The amplified signal is further given to relay-driver transistor T7. Relay RL1 energises to control
the toy car. Working of the circuit is simple. Transistor T6 cuts off and transistor T7 conducts to
energise relay RL1 and move the toy car. Assemble both the circuits on separate PCBs. Keep
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or video with a finger All Time Fav Videos! How To: Constructing an Inverter. Career advice and
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